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310 fuel dispenser
Industrial versatility

TOKHEIM QUANTIUMTM 110 FUEL DISPENSER



Good things come in 
small packages
We’ve got proof. Introducing the Tokheim QuantiumTM

110 fuel dispenser; so ef� cient and reliable at its job 
that you wouldn’t even know it was there. Except it 
is. And it’s exceptional. 

The Quantium 110 fuel dispenser has been designed to offer the perfect 
level of functionality to support the smallest fuel retail sites, as well as private 
� eet companies. Small, but by no means a small player, this dispenser model 
can deliver high-speed, single-grade refuelling without impacting on space, 
giving you the freedom to make the best of your environment. 
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Tokheim Quantium 110
fuel dispenser

Compact yet Powerful

The Quantium 110 fuel dispenser is built with one nozzle 
as standard, with the option to upgrade to two nozzles 
to support dual-sided refuelling (VHS diesel fuel only). 
Hoses are kept neat and tidy with optional ‘spring 
mast’ technology, which also supports a clean and easy 
fuelling experience. With optional customisable livery, this 
dispenser can also satisfy your brand requirements.

Available Grades: 1

Available Nozzles: 1 (2 supported with ‘Very High Speed’)

Available Flow Rates: 40, 80 or 130 LPM

Hose Management: Hook (standard), springmast (optional)

Nozzle Reach: 3.8m (hook), 4m (springmast)

Dispenser Orientation: Island

Display Options: 6-6-4 LCD (standard), 7-7-5 (optional)

Vapour Recovery: Yes (unleaded only)

Automatic Temperature Compensation: Available as an option

Pump Type: TQP-RS, TQP-HS (for higher speed operations)

AdBlue® Con� gurations: Yes

LPG Con� gurations: Yes

Customised Livery: Yes

Corrosion Resistance: Operation up to C5-M corrosion category ISO 

12944-2:1998 as standard (full operation in a C5-M environment may 

require additional treatment options) 

Operating Temperature: -25c to +55c

Relative Humidity: 5-95%

Dimensions: 509mm (L) x 427mm (W) x 1471mm (H)


